DISASTER TIP SHEETS FOR NYC RELIGIOUS LEADERS

Disaster Backlash:
Bias Crimes & Mitigation
Disasters are felt most deeply by the impoverished and marginalized. Following a disaster, it is the
responsibility of religious leaders to ensure the effects of disaster are not exacerbated in traditionally
marginalized communities. There are many things one can do as a religious leader to both help
promote tolerance and to work with affected populations.
Terms

Disaster Backlash - Crimes and discrimination against those perceived to be associated with perpetrators of terrorist crimes (by
ethnicity, religion, country of origin, etc.).
Bias (or Hate) Crimes - Violent crimes, hate speech, or vandalism that is, motivated by prejudice against or intolerance of an identifiable
social group.
Mitigation - The action of preventing the severity or intensity of the disaster’s impact on your facility and community.

The Scope and Complexity of the Issue: A 9/11 Case Study

From the Iran Hostage Crisis to the first Persian Gulf War to 9/11, terrorism or war associated with the Middle East has resulted in bias
and/or discrimination against innocent people in the United States.The backlash after September 11, 2001 is one of the dramatic examples
in recent history.The FBI reported a 17-fold increase in anti-Muslim crimes between 2000 and 2001. Reports from advocacy groups
indicate even higher increases in crime and harassment.
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Who were the targets of 9/11 backlash?
Arabs, Muslims, those perceived to be Arab or Muslim (including Sikhs and South Asians), and institutions easily identified as being
Muslim (such as Mosques).

Types of backlash
Backlash incidents ranged from murder, physical assault, and vandalism to death threats and public harassment. Incidents happened in
homes, workplaces, schools, and public. areas The majority of incidents happened during the first six months following 9/11, but many
forms of backlash persist, including the following:
• Discriminatory removal of airline passengers, and lists of individuals with Muslim or “Muslim-sounding” names being put on
“No-fly lists”
• Having bank accounts of Muslims, or those with “Muslim-sounding” names, closed
• Denial of service, housing, or job access
• Exclusionary immigration policies

Climate of Fear
Detainment, other law enforcement and security initiatives, and laws aimed at containing/stopping acts of violence have a severely
negative impact on affected populations. They create a climate of fear as well as implying an almost tacit acceptance of discriminatory
practices towards certain groups of people. Other political and religious leaders using “terror” as a platform contribute to the fear
and isolation of many people.

The emotional and psychosocial toll
The Commission Report found that nearly 80% of the respondents felt their lives were negatively affected by 9/11, regardless of
whether or not they believed they had directly experienced discrimination.They felt more afraid and minimized their contact with the
general public, or made their religion and ethnicity less evident.
Difficulty in defining scope
Official federal statistics on hate crimes do not tell the full story of backlash incidents for many reasons, including:
• Reporting by localities is voluntary
• Those localities that do report on bias crimes often under report the number.
• Many crimes and various forms of harassment go unreported by those that are affected. 83% of respondents in a NYC
Commission on Human Rights Report indicated that they did not report a bias incident or ask for help because they were afraid,
or believed that nothing would be done, or did not know who to contact, or did not believe the incident warranted reporting.
• Language barriers also contribute to the lack of reporting.
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